Part 1

26th November 2017

Non hearing and Hearing person dialogue encounter

Project: Inter cultural dialogue réconciliation outreach

Objective: Dignifying all human equally and to promote social justice.

Venue: Yopougon town in Abidjan -Cote d’ivoire.

“Peace is not just the absence of violence but the manifestation of human compassion.”

Section (1) preparatory stage:
SECTION (2) Pre-conference meeting: categorized as social psychological support program.

2016 December th.
“The soul's oldest memory is of union.
And the soul's deepest longing is for reunion.”
Part 2

Non Hearing and Hearing person dialogue encounter

Project: Dignifying the non hearing persons in our community to eliminate stagmitization, humiliation etc

9th december 2016.

Venue: Non hearing person educational center at Yopougon town in Abidjan - Cote d’ivoire.

"Peace is not just the absence of violence but the manifestation of human compassion."

Unless a genuine process is undertaken to practice awakening of one's divinity, it would be difficult to realize brotherhood. Indeed practice of spirituality is a great path to explore within dialogue.

We the non hearing person community of Abidjan- cote d’ivoire, hereby thanking ONG -UFPACI for expressing their compassion towards us by bring us together with the hearing person in numbers, we are grateful and God bless them.
We are glad to be here in your mist, we love you and we believe its reciprocal.

I always say that peace is not just only the absence of violence but it's always and mainly the manifestation of compassion. Seeing everyone as equal in respect and rights.
We discover that we can rebuild a new healthier relation, if we can give our ears from heart to everyone without distinctions of race, religion, culture, social class etc. We humans can not be whole without every one included. We need everyone together in love.

They hearing person do not want to listen to us, they are not patient to hear us, and that can make us very angry.
Thank you for your teaching, our main problem with the hearing person is that, they always provocate us, by calling us a charcoal heart-dark in kind-wicked in manifestation.

We don’t hate the hearing person, but they are always seems to mock us while we struggle to communicate, and that can make me particularly angry.

The lady from hearing person narrates, I don’t hate the non hearing person but my problem with them is that, they gets angry so quickly, so they should change from such attitude.
Drama on proofing the talents of a non hearing person as a computer tecnicien

Rojoicing after the drama with a hearing person the one whose computer laptop was having mechanical problem, and the only technician available to fix the computer in the quarters was a non hearing person workshop. So inspiring dama. The labtop was fixed very perfectly.

“The soul's oldest memory is of union.
And the soul's deepest longing is for reunion.”
Organized by

United for Peace Against Conflict International (UFPACI)

Offuh James OFFUH
Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire
Tel+225 0550 7018 and +225 2242 2881
ufpaci@gmail.com and ufpacioffice@gmail.com

More information at:

http://www.ufpacidialogue.net
and
http://traubman.igc.org/vidnigeriaivorycoast.htm

Supported by the

Jewish-Palestinian Living Room Dialogue
California, USA